
At The Hands of Persons Unknown 
 
Upon first glance, the timeline that led to the lynching of John Steele may seem complicated, 
inconsistent, and even confusing. However, with further investigation, his story encapsulates the 
labyrinth of public opinion around racial terror and reveals citizens’ complicity in lynching cases.  
 
A mob lynched Mr. Steele in the early morning of September 27, 1889, about three miles outside of 
Pratt Mines. He lived and worked in Ensley, though most details of his personal life are unknown. On 
September 24, Mr. Steele was accused of harassing and assaulting Ella Curry, a black woman. After 
several alleged attempts on her life, Ella’s brother, Lewis Curry, sought an arrest warrant for Mr. Steele. 
Upon receiving this warrant, Deputy Sheriff Vann King set out to find Mr. Steele. Almost all 
newspaper accounts, including states across the country, praise the Sheriff King’s character whilst 
demonizing Mr. Steele.  
 
While on a train headed toward Walker Station, King spotted  Mr. Steele walking alongside the tracks. 
The conductor stopped the train to allow King to exit. The area along the Pratt mines track was well 
populated. Witnesses, who later testified in court on what happened, watched as King confronted Mr. 
Steele. 
 
Their testimonies give different depictions of the confrontation. Allegedly, King attempted to speak 
and was met with fire from a shotgun wielded by Mr. Steele. King did not survive long. Several 
witnesses reported that Mr. Steele then ran into the nearby woods and disappeared. The train’s 
passengers then brought King’s body into town, where they were met by a posse of atleast 15 police 
officers, members of the community, and tracking dogs ready to pursue Mr. Steele.  
 
This posse tracked him through the night and caught him at nearly four in the morning near Valley 
Creek. Mr. Steele is said to have climbed a tree to avoid capture, and, when prompted by the mob, 
attempted to run. The posse then shot him repeatedly. His body was left in the woods for nearly a 
week, and was finally recovered for an inquiry about his case and the lack of due process. 
 
Officials determined there was no possibility of indicting the murderer of John Steele due to his high 
number of wounds and the number of known members of the posse that killed him. They said they 
couldn’t determine which shot resulted in his death. So, everyone went free. Mr. Steele never received a 
proper trial. News outlets portrayed him as a criminal, someone deserving of this end. His alleged 
crimes were never expanded upon, his personal life never investigated. John Steele is one of many 
people of color whose story has been erased by the institutionalized racism of the judicial system.  
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